The incidence of peri-ictal prone position in patients with generalized convulsive seizures.
The objectives of this study were to determine the incidence of peri-ictal prone position in patients with generalized convulsive seizures (GCS) and to further assess the risk of sudden unexpected death in epilepsy (SUDEP) associated with the prone position. We retrospectively reviewed the video-EEG data of 308 GCS in 193 patients who underwent long-term video-EEG monitoring in two epilepsy centers. We determined the peri-ictal (preictal, ictal, and/or postictal) body positions. A peri-ictal prone position was observed in 12 (6.2%) of 193 patients and 13 (4.2%) of 308 GCS. In 5 (1.6%) of 308 GCS, patients in nonprone positions at seizure onset turned into the prone position during versive seizures. In 8 (2.6%) of 308 GCS, patients were sleeping prone at seizure onset. Peri-ictal intervention with body repositioning was provided in 11 of 12 patients and 12 of the 13 GCS. Repositioning was not provided during the remaining seizure; the patient died in the prone position. In the subset of 96 GCS without ictal intervention, patients in a supine position at seizure onset remained in the supine position at seizure termination in 57 (98.3%) of 58 GCS. Patients sleeping prone at seizure onset remained in the prone position at seizure termination in 4 (80%) of 5 GCS. Our data suggest that the incidence of peri-ictal prone position in patients with GCS is low. Both prone sleeping and forced ictal version may result in postictal prone position. Although avoiding prone sleeping may reduce the SUDEP risk, influencing forced ictal version may be difficult in the absence of supervision.